ANNOTATED
REPORT

Classroom or Benchmark Test Standards
Mastery

The Standards Mastery report can be one of the most effective resources to assist teachers in
focusing instruction and addressing student weaknesses. The report provides summary data for a
group of students that can be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of instruction, and identifying
areas for further instruction.
Purpose of the report
This report is used to show performance of the group as a whole on specific standards. The report
allows teachers to determine which standards were mastered by a majority of the class. It also
allows teachers to easily identify students who did not master a standard, regardless of how well the
class did overall. This report supports grouping for differentiated instruction.
Parts of the Report
The default Score Group view provides an opportunity to compare performance by standard. The
number of test items covered by each standard is indicated. Cut scores are visible in the report key.
Depending on the number of questions and the cut scores it may be mathematically impossible to
have students in all score group(s). For example, in the first standard shown, students either got a
0%, 33%, 67%, or 100%. So even though the report indicates that 7 students were in the ‘Excellent’
score group, we can tell that this is based on only three questions and these students got all of
these questions correct.

Clicking on one of the score group numbers for a standard brings up the Student Mastery Groupings
section for that standard. From this screen, the teacher can visually scan the students by score
group and use any to create a student group either for remediation or enrichment. If surprised to
see a student in a particular group, the teacher could click on the student name to access the
profile and see how a student did on other assessments for comparison.

The Section Average indicates what percent of questions on a standard the class as a whole
answered correctly. While convenient for an overall sense of performance by standard, it does not
provide a way to break out results by students.

Try it Out
Run a benchmark standards mastery report on your site. Answer the following questions.
1. Do you see a particular standard on which students performed most poorly?
2. On what standard did student score the best? Why do you think this occurred?
3. How many questions are tested for most standards? Do you think this is enough to
determine mastery? What other ways do you have to determine student mastery on a
particular standard?
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ANNOTATED
REPORTS

Classroom or Benchmark Test Item
Analysis

Item analysis can be one of the most effective resources to assist teachers in focusing instruction
and addressing student weaknesses. The report provides summary data for a group of students that
can be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of instruction, and identifying areas for further
instruction.

Purpose of the Report
This report is used to show performance of the group as a whole on specific test questions. The item
analysis provides specific information about the exact questions with which students struggled. The
report allows teachers to distinguish between questions answered incorrectly by a majority of
students, versus those answered incorrectly by only a few students. Additionally, teachers can
identify which wrong answer was selected most frequently in order to determine why the students
may have missed the item. The item analysis shows teachers detail about standards that that need
to be addressed across the class, before narrowing the focus to individual students and their
specific needs.

Parts of the Report
The first section of the Item Analysis report provides an opportunity to compare, by question, section
performance to that of the school and district as a whole. The percent of students selecting the
correct answer is indicated both for the overall test and each question. In this example, the report is
for a 24 item math test (truncated screen shot for visibility purposes). In this example, there is a
wide difference in performance between this class from that of the school and district. There is a
check box to highlight low performing students.
From this part of the report, it is easy to see that students struggled on question #2 with only 33% of
the section getting it correct.

There is a toggle to display standards performance by question. In the example below, there was
one question (Item 22) on the first standard and 0% of the students in this class answered this
question correctly.

The second section of the Item Analysis report is student by student data and indicates what each
student answered: green check for a correct response or a red letter to indicate an incorrect
response.
The teacher can click on a question number in the top part of the report to view the item content.
This allows the teacher to think about why students chose the wrong answer C for question #2. For
example, Nicholas Asaha did poorly overall, but managed to answer #2 correctly unlike Stephanie
Alexander. It is worth looking at item discrimination – did each question discriminate between
students who knew the content (received high scores) and those who did not (received low scores)?
For further information, the teacher could click on the student name to access the profile and see
how a student did on other assessments for comparison.

The Standards Alignment chart shows the standard that is assessed by each question and is
essential knowledge to interpreting the item analysis and making instructional adjustments.

Try it Out
Run an Item Analysis report on your site. Answer the following questions:
1. Are there any questions on which this class did significantly better or worse than the
school? If so, why might that be the case?
2. Which four questions were missed most often? Were any questions aligned to the same
standard?
3. Look at the most frequently missed question. Was one wrong answer picked more often
than others? If so, why do you think this occurred?
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